
 

British Library PhD placement scheme – project profile: 

The Printed Books of Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753), 
Physician and Collector 
Reference: 2017-2-LIM 

 
Supervisor Dr Karen Limper-Herz, Lead Curator, Incunabula and Sixteenth Century Printed 

Books 

Department, Location Printed Heritage Collections, St Pancras, London 

Start date/timeframe Spring-Summer 2017 (would need to be completed by September) 

Duration  3 months (or part-time equivalent – see below) 
For a part-time placement, the student would be required to spend a minimum of 2 days/week on site 
at the Library 

Remote-working This project does not offer scope for remote working – the placement must be 
conducted on site at the British Library. 

 
Context for placement 

Among other things, the department of Printed Heritage Collections is responsible for the custodianship of the 
world’s largest collection of books, periodicals and ephemera produced before 1801, material produced 
predominantly in the British Isles, but also in continental Europe, north America and other parts of the world.  
Together these represent an unrivalled resource for the study of late medieval, early modern and 
Enlightenment history and culture. Printed Heritage curators continue to develop these collections either by 
purchase from booksellers and auctions (following a targeted selection and acquisition policy) or by gift 
(liaising with potential benefactors and donors). They collaborate with researchers from Britain and around 
the world to develop broader understanding of these collections: by devising or facilitating research projects; 
undertaking study themselves and publicising new discoveries and activities through academic journals, blogs 
and social media platforms; and enhancing entries in the various catalogues maintained by the British Library, 
to include up-to-date evidence of books’ production, physical characteristics, provenance and use. 
 
The basis for these printed collections was the private library of Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753), a wealthy 
physician and omnivorous collector of manuscripts, books, prints, drawings, plant and animal specimens and 
historical artefacts. Upon his death, Sloane bequeathed his entire collection to the nation and precipitated the 
foundation of the British Museum. However, Sloane’s books were not kept as a discrete, named collection but 
were scattered across the Museum’s holdings. During the late 18th and early 19th centuries, furthermore, a 
number of Sloane’s books were sold off during a series of duplicate sales and are now dispersed among 
libraries around the world. 
 
Identifying the 45,000 or so printed books in Sloane’s library at the time of his death has been the aim of a 
project begun in 2008 with funding from the Wellcome Trust and continued in recent years by dedicated 
volunteers. To date, some 32,000 volumes have been located, in the British Library and elsewhere, on the 
basis of bibliographical evidence of various kinds. The Sloane Printed Books Catalogue (SPBC) contains brief 
records of each of these, with details of former owners, binding, genre, place of purchase (if known), and 
current location and shelfmark. 
 
The SPBC is already recognised as an important resource for the bibliographical study of one of the most 
significant private book collections in British history.  It is the culmination of a major initiative to improve the 
custodianship of a neglected part of the collection that is of fundamental significance for our own institutional 
history, but also for wider questions of the gathering and dissemination of scientific knowledge in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  
 

Expected tasks and outcomes 

This placement project will provide practical support for the Library towards the completion of the SPBC. 
 
The placement student will conduct checks of remaining shelfmark ranges, under curatorial supervision, and 
input details of newly identified items into the SPBC. He/she will be equipped with the skills to recognise 
physical evidence of Sloane’s ownership from the books and be given detailed instruction in how to record 
such data and catalogue the books in which they are found. Correct handling of fragile items will be 
demonstrated by curators.   
 
Since Sloane-related evidence of provenance is not always explicit, the student will have to develop their 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/sloane/


ability to analyse small details in printed books carefully and critically, use their initiative to investigate 
problem cases through a range of contemporary and present-day resources, and evaluate the available 
information before deciding whether or not to include items in the SPBC. 
 
In addition, the student will pursue a short research project in relation to the Sloane printed books collection 
and write up his/her findings for the Western Heritage blog, Untold Lives, or as an article for submission to the 
Electronic British Library Journal (eBLJ). There is particular scope to devise specific projects related to parts of 
Sloane’s library: for example, the presence of Sloane books in hitherto unexplored BL shelfmark ranges, books 
containing subjects not commonly known as comprising part of his collection, or books having previously 
belonged to other, less famous, collectors of the period. 
 
As recent publications by Amy Blakeway (eBLJ, 2011), Alison Walker (British Library, 2014) and Júlio Costa 
(eBLJ, 2014) illustrate, there is great scope for such initiatives, especially if they complement the student’s own 
doctoral research.   
 

Training and experience expected to be gained by student through the placement 

The placement would be an excellent introduction for any PhD student with an interest in pursuing a curatorial 
career or further academic research into early printed books or the history of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. It is an opportunity to put knowledge of the period to practical application. 
 
The student will benefit from privileged access to the British Library’s collection of rare printed books and, 
through exposure to hundreds of items, will develop an acute sense of changes in the production of printed 
books and the presentation of their text during this period.   
 
The student will be involved in a project of several years’ standing. He/she will have the opportunity to learn 
first-hand what funding opportunities exist and how the proposal for this project was written, and the ways in 
which the project has been maintained beyond its initial grant. In many ways, participation towards the end of 
such a project is highly advantageous, since the bulk of the information pertaining to Sloane’s collection is 
already available and procedures for investigation are well-established.   
 
Blog posts on Untold Lives command an international and predominantly non-academic readership; 
contributing to this will enable the student to publicise their work to thousands of readers and will hone their 
skills in writing for popular audiences. 
 

Required knowledge and skills 

Word processing skills; ability to input data with high degree of accuracy.  
 
Some basic level of knowledge of bibliographical description and resources (familiarity with cataloguing 
standards, identifying evidence of provenance, etc). 
 
Comprehension of Latin would be beneficial (but is by no means essential). 
 

 

 


